
CYCLE STREET TEST

• BMW HAS A REPUTATION FOR BUILDING 
high-quality motorcycles, but they’ve 
never been cheap. In recent years, pri
marily because of the German mark’s 
stability compared to the quivering dollar, 
the Beemers’ prices have risen dramat
ically. As all products spiral upward in 
price, Americans have adjusted by buying 
now before things go up tomorrow. Even 
though consumer spending is up these 
days and installment debt is growing at 
record rates, all sellers worry constantly 
about waking up one morning and finding 
their wares priced out of the market. 
Show us a seller without any buyers and 
we’ll show you someone on the road to 
the poor house.

With an eye toward future Sturm und

Drang, BMW has sprung the all-new R65, 
a motorcyle built in the BMW tradition, but 
one that's more affordable and therefore 
more appealing to a broader audience 
than the 100-series flagships, the most 
expensive mass-produced motorcycles in 
history. It wasn't too many years ago that 
BMW offered 500, 600 and 750cc models; 
then the lineup was the 600, 750 and 900. 
After that, it read 600, 750 and 1000. In 
1978: 600, 800 and 1000.

This year the BMW line has firmly set
tled in the “medium displacement” swing 
with the 650 and the (Europe-only) 450cc 
R45. Bavarian Motor Works wants a 
model that riders will accept as a first-time 
bike, or at least one that they can trade up 
from—and the trade-up bike, hopefully,
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would be a BMW. The effort that went into 
designing these new Beemers was pre
cisely directed; BMW wanted to have a 
bike for consumers who couldn’t afford to 
pop for a big twin. They wanted a machine 
that would strongly predispose riders to
ward another BMW when they wanted to 
buy a larger, more luxurious motorcycle.

Statistics show that if a buyer is happy 
with a certain product, he/she is likely to 
stick with that brand when it comes time 
to make another purchase. Without mid
size bikes in their showrooms, BMW’s 
statistical chances to sell 800 and 10OOcc 
motorcycles would be significantly dimin
ished. Car companies, motorcycle manu
facturers and many other businesses with 
a strong trade-up element likewise offer 
"introductory” products. Often these 
products are sold on slimmer profit mar
gins in hopes that the customer will trade 
up later, buying a product with a greater 
profit margin.

Practically speaking, the 650 is a totally 
re-engineered motorcycle. It’s new—sub
tly so. The untrained observer may not 
notice many differences at first and would 
require some in-depth comparisons with 
a "larger” model before he could come to 
any conclusions about what is different.

Munich’s styling task force has used a 
more integrated cosmetic design in the 
R65; its tank and seat flow together more 
smoothly than do those on larger models, 
and it has better-integrated dashboard 
components. A center-axle fork, a smaller 
headlight, an 18-inch front wheel, a nar
rower engine assembly and a shorter 
wheelbase give the R65 more pleasing 
proportions than its larger brethren.

Although many options are available, 
most will not interchange with other bikes 
in the BMW line. Each of the bikes in 
BMW’s 1979 lineup have similar cast 
wheels, engine layouts, gearboxes, 
brakes and instrumentation. Even though 
it shares the same design school of 
thought with its older brothers, the R65 
has almost no parts in common with them.

Deep in the BM's heart is a familiar
looking one-piece forged steel crank
shaft, with a 61.5mm stroke rather than 
the 800 and 1000’s 70.6mm stroke. The 
crankshaft turns in plain shell-type bear
ings and is attached to twin-bolt, plain 
bearing-supported steel I-beam connect
ing rods. In order to pare as many inches 
as possible off the BMW’s traditionally 
great engine width, short rods are used. 
Short cast aluminum pistons attach to the 
rods via hefty steel wrist pins which run on 
plain bearing bushings. The R65 has a 
9.2:1 compression ratio; that’s low 
enough for it to run on most kinds of pump 
gasoline. Per BMW norms, three rings are 
incorporated into each piston: two com
pression rings and a one-piece oil control
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After creeping dangerously close 
to being fresh out of middle- 
displacement models, Bavarian 
Motor Works is introducing the 
R65, a scaled-down big-twin. 
While intended as a trade-up bike 
the 650 may find more lasting 
homes than BMW suspects.
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ring. The top compression ring is chrome 
and the bottom one is cast iron, as is the 
oil ring.

Even though the 82mm-bore barrels 
themselves are shorter than the big 
BMWs’.the heads are about the same as 
on the R80/R100 models. Since the 650cc 
engine is a smaller air pump than the 
other BMW twins, the R65 has smaller 
valves downstream from its 32mm CV 
Bing carburetors. With the R65’s 2.6-inch 
narrower engine, there is much less of 
that traditional BMW-ish worry of drag
ging cylinder head covers on the 
pavement.

The single camshaft resides in the 
same location it has since the introduc
tion of the /5 models; below the crank
shaft, driven by a single-row roller chain. 
All four steel-capped aluminum pushrods 
work at somewhat of an angle to transfer 
motion from the camshaft to the cylinder 
head-mounted, needle-bearing-sus
pended rockers. And the narrower R65 
engine’s pushrods could have had to 
work at a greater angle, but to avoid 
60

adding extra slope to the pushrods, BMW 
devised new valve lifters. All BMW-model 
lifters slide through bores in the engine’s 
case; they are positioned directly beside 
the cam lobes. BMW lifters are normally 
closed, hollow cylinders and have the 
cam lobes pushing on one end and the 
pushrods resting on the other. The lifters 
are still hollow in the R65, but now the 
pushrods sit way down inside them, prac
tically beside the cam lobes. Camshaft 
movement is still transferred through the 
lifters, but they are, in effect, shorter to let 
the pushrods be longer and work at a 
healthier, more acute angle. The lifters 
are virtually the same overall length, in 
order to retain the greatest bearing area 
possible.

No manually adjustable tensioners are 
utilized to keep the cam chain tight; it is 

so short that a simple hydraulic tensioner 
is adequate. This tensioner works by hav
ing engine oil pressure press against a 
lever arm, which in turn presses a rubber 
pad against the chain.

The 180-degree crankshaft turns a 
lightweight, single-plate dry clutch; from 
there the power flows through a spring-

Tach warning light flashes when the 7500-rpm redline 
is violated. Quartz-halogen headlight is excellent.
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ramp cush drive assembly and then into 
the transmission. The modular R65 gear
box is the exact same unit as found in all 
1979 BMWs, and it will bolt onto any of the 
other engines. Shifting has been 
smoothed out with the addition of a sec
ond cush drive mechanism in the final 
drive shaft. The R65 has its own 3.44:1 
rear axle ratio: lower than that found on 
the bigger BMWs.

The front and rear wheels are 18-inch- 
ers, and both carry Metzeler tires, which 
have special, high-mileage rubber com
pounds. Consequently, they are a little 
slippery on some types of pavements at 
some speeds. For riding on the moderate 
side of moderate, they are adequate. If 
you’re contemplating hooking it around 
corners, you would be well advised to 
discard the Metzs post haste and latch 
onto some stickier rubber. A standard- 
issue drum brake is provided at the rear, 
and it’s up to the job of supplementing the 
very effective front stopper, so long as it 
isn’t called into duty too often without 
being given adequate cooling-down time 
between each application. The single
leading-shoe brake is pretty fade-resistant 
for a drum, but it does have a limit.

BMW feels that a wheel needn’t lock up 
at a moment’s notice to provide good 
stops; a brake that allows this might be 
considered somewhat of a liability for the 
neophyte. After trying the perforated-disc 
front brake on a smooth stretch of road, 
we discovered that it would only lock up 
with a great deal of difficulty. Basically, 
BMW has made the ratio between the 
area of the master cylinder piston and the 
caliper pistons greater than normal. True, 

(Continued on page 62)

Integrated saddlebag mount and rack provide little 
load capacity without bags; tail lamp uses two bulbs.

Due to beneath-the-tank space requirements, BMW 
moved the front brake reservoir atop the handlebar.

Who can argue with success? The flat-twin engine is quiet, sturdy and reliable, and keeps your feet warm.
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Valve lifter from the 650 (above) is hollow, al
lows long pushrod length to be maintained.R65 cylinder head (left) closely resembles that from an R100, but has a smaller squish area and valves.

R65 (right) and R100 cylinders illustrate dramatic "width" difference accounting for much narrower engine.
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the caliper pistons are normally greater in 
diameter than is the master cylinder 
piston, but the difference in size is less 
than is customary. As a result, the wheel 
cylinder pistons move farther for every 
unit of distance the master cylinder piston 
is pushed. This creates a hard-feeling 
brake, and requires more force to lock the 
wheel. Enough energy is required to keep 
any rider short of a 400-pound gorilla from 
“accidentally” locking up the front tire, but 
at the same time, short stops are nearly 
out of the question while using just two 
fingers on the brake lever. A second disc, 
caliper and different master cylinder are 
available at extra cost, although these 
additions will not necessarily shorten 
stops; they will increase fade-resistance.

Due to space requirements, the R65’s 
front brake master cylinder is not under 
the gasoline tank. It is, instead, in the 
"normal” place atop the handlebar. Many 
of the wiring harness connections are 
under the tank, and they utilize fast- 
disconnect plugs for easy servicing. 
Also under the gas tank are twin, six- 
volt, wired-in-series ignition coils. Despite 

(Continued on page 64)
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Ordinary rear brake, unique final drive ratio. The R65 
has low 3.44:1 gears to help out smaller engine.

BHHR65 STREET TEST
the 180-degree crankshaft and alternat
ing power-stroke engine design, both 
spark plugs fire at the same time; each 
sparks on the compression stroke and the 
top of the exhaust stroke. In this manner, 
one set of ignition points can be used for 
simplicity and cost-efficiency. BMW does 
not use electronic ignition in their motor
cycles, and this wind of progress will 
probably not blow by them for too much 
longer.

Factory-made fork and small-capacity 
shock absorber components grace the 
R65, and they work well—to a fault. They 
are long-travel units, front and rear, and 
clearly demonstrate this fact. If not under
damped, the suspension pieces at best 
are lightly damped, because the ride is 
pillow-soft in all circumstances. The light 
damping, coupled with long-travel units, 
supplies a gentle and somewhat wallow
ing ride over the bumpiest roads. This 
swan-like quality only becomes a hand
icap on twisty roads. If asked to suddenly 
flip-flop from one side to the other quickly 
with or without the presence of bumps, 
the Beemer feels loose-jointed. But not 
uncertain. Despite its veritable yards of 
wheel travel, the BMW can be flicked 
through corners as well as some “per
formance” bikes, although it's a long way 
from being a road-sports bike. The overall 
frame geometry is fine; steering is light 
and precise at all speeds, and the 650 
does not have the current, common ten
dency of some of the tail-centered fours to 
fall abruptly into corners. With the excep
tion of its skittery tires, handling is more 
than adequate.

Thanks to the narrower powerplant, 
ground clearance, that long-time thorn in 
the sides of BMW go-fasters, is not really a 
difficulty now. Ground clearance limits 
are harder to reach, and they are not

The single fuel tap. both-carburetors choke lever and hard-to-reach oil dipstick are all found on the left.
Slightly drippy 32mm slide-butterfly carbs help the 
"649" engine pull from nearly idle — with no hitches.

imposed only by the cylinder heads. The 
oft-dragged rear brake pedal has been 
repositioned, and the left side’s first drag 
point is the sidestand; this is far over 
enough for most, except those who have 
something to prove, or those who simply 
like to see their orthopedic surgeon a lot.

Both the front and rear fenders are 
fiberglass, and the rear one is painted 
black, although until 1978 it came in the 
same color as the tank side covers and 
front fender. The black rear fender helps 
underplay the apparent immensity of the 
twins' rear ends—especially if they’re 
equipped with a combination luggage 
rack/saddlebag mount. The R65 side 
panels are injection-molded plastic, and 
the 5.8-gallon gas tank is steel. Only one 
petcock is used this year, so fuel caught 
on the "wrong” side of the hump when 
reserve runs out can be obtained only by 
tipping the cycle to its left side. “Reserve” 
holds a half-gallon: enough to get you 
about 22 miles with the R65’s average 43 
mpg fuel consumption.

(Continued on page 68)

Special components grace the R65: center-axle fork; 
tiny brake caliper: 18-inch cast alloy front wheel.
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A double-cradle, mild-steel frame 

wraps completely under the flat-twin en
gine; there’s little reliance on the engine 
for chassis rigidity. The entire frame sec
tion, from the rear "loop" to the passenger 
footpeg mounts, is bolted onto the main 
frame. This cuts production costs, as the 
whole sub-frame can be assembled, com
plete with rack and lights, before it is 
attached to the motorcycle.

One ignition key does a number of 
duties: it locks the ignition, fork, gas cap 
and seat latch. BMW has not included a 
kickstarter on their motorcycles since 
1974, for good reason. The bikes start 
quickly, hot or cold. Our test R65 needed 
no choke at all on mornings when the 
temperature was above 50 degrees F. A 
12-volt electric starter drives the automo
tive-style clutch flywheel ring gear, and 

(Continued on page 70)

Make and model........................................................BMW R65
Price, suggested retail (as of 4-23-79)......................... $3445

PERFORMANCE
Standing start Vi-mile............................. 14.37 @ 91.74 mph
Engine rpm @ 60 mph, top gear.................................... 4109
Average fuel consumption rate 18.3 km// (43.1 mpg)
Cruising range, main/reserve......................... 366.0/36.6 km

(228.4/21.6 miles)
Load capacity (GVWR less curb weight) 194.1 kg (428 lbs.)
Maximum speed in gears @ engine redline............ (1) 37.3,

(2) 57.4, (3) 79.4, (4) 98.3, (5) 109.5 mph

ENGINE
Type...........................Four-stroke horizontally-opposed twin,

air-cooled with pushrod-operated overhead valves 
and roller-chain timing drive

Bore and stroke.................. 82.0 x 61.5mm (3.23 x 2.42 in.)
Piston displacement............................. 649.2cc (39.6 cu. in.)
Compression ratio ............................................................  9.2:1
Carburetion (2) 32mm butterfly/slide Bing
Exhaust system ..................................Twin-pipe, twin-muffler

with connecting crossover pipe
Ignition............................... Battery and coil with mechanical

breaker point trigger
Air filtration.................................................................Dry paper
Oil filtration....................................Disposable paper element
Oil capacity (engine) ................................ 2.3 liters (2.4 qts.)
Oil capacity (gearbox) 0.8 liters (0.9 qts.)

CHASSIS
Type Dual-downtube, full cradle with bolt-on rear section
Wheelbase .................................................  1389mm (54.7 in.)
Brake, front..............Hydraulic, one 260mm (10.24 in.) disc

with dual-piston caliper
rear................ Rod-actuated, 200mm (7.87 in.) drum,

single-leading-shoe
Wheel, front ...............................................  Cast, 1.85 x 18 in.

rear...................................................Cast, 2.50 x 18 in.
Tire, front .................................... 3.25 S 18 Metzeler Rille 12

rear................ 4.00 S 18 Metzeler C66 Touring Special
Seat height..................................................  805mm (31.7 in.)
Ground clearance........................................... 127mm (5.0 in.)
Fuel capacity, main/reserve ...20.0/2.0 liters (5.3/0.5 gal.)
Curb weight, full tank.............................  205.4 kg. (453 lbs.)
Test weight.................................................  280.3 kg (618 lbs.)

ELECTRICAL
Power source......................
Charge control...................
Headlight beams, high/low
Tail/stop lights...................
Battery...................................

.............Alternator, 280 watts
Mechanical voltage regulator
............................. 60/55 watts
............................... 5/21 watts
.................................. 12V 16AH

INSTRUMENTS
Includes....................  Speedometer, tachometer, odometer,

resettable tripmeter. Indicators for turn signals, 
“generator,” oil pressure, neutral, high beam, redline

Speedometer error, 30 mph indicated, actual ............27.15
60 mph indicated, actual..............56.49

Odometer error............................................................  2% slow

TRANSMISSION
Type .............................................Five-speed, constant mesh
Primary drive Helical-cut gear
Final drive........Shaft and helical-bevel gears, 9/31, 3.44:1
Gear ratios, overall...................................... (1) 15.14, (2) 9.84,

(3) 7.12, (4) 5.75, (5) 5.16

CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT 
Customer Service Department 
Butler & Smith, Inc.
Walnut Street & Hudson Ave. 
Norwood, New Jersey 07648 
(201) 767-1223
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Shoei introdces the 2G Snell 75 approved, extremely light, axrifortablY plush 
and underpriced even at $50Q With an actual price of less than one fourth that

consider it priceless
<shoei) WPontius-Los Angeles, CA-90025

CIRCLE NO. 24 ON READER SERVICE PAGE.

Cycles
are recycled

Ageing makes your hummer look like a bummer. 
ARMOR ALL Protectant is the one-of-a-kind, 
patented product that slows ageing. It protects, 
beautifies, preserves most parts of your bike 
and your riding gear, too—anything made of 
rubber, vinyl, plastic, or leather. Get ARMOR ALL 
Protectant at your favorite bike dealer, automotive, 
or drug store.

PROTECT THINGS WORTH KEEPING.
©ARMOR ALL Products, a Division of Foremost-McKesson Inc 1979.

BMW R65 Test Continued from page 68 
there are interlocks in the clutch and 
neutral “circuits," preventing the bike 
from being started unless it is in neutral or 
its clutch is pulled in.

An engine "kiH" switch is mounted on 
the right side of the handlebar, near the 
throttle grip, and when it’s turned off, all 
the tachometer panel-contained lights 
(oil, neutral, high beam, "generator") go 
out, reminding you that the kill button has 
been activated. The standard R65 does 
not include a clock or voltmeter as stan
dard equipment, although they can be 
ordered as options. It does have a 
speedo, tach, the warning lights, an 
odometer (two per cent slow) and reset
table tripmeter. Additionally, the 650 has a 
warning light on its tachometer face that 
flashes on whenever the 7500 rpm redline 
is violated.

Blazing a hole in the night sky is a 
natural thing to do with the BMW’s Bosch 
H4 quartz-halogen headlight. Its twin-fila
ment bulb and focusing lens put out a 
nice low-beam cutoff pattern and a daz
zling high-beam spread, and it’s easily 
controlled by a three-position switch on 
the left handlebar. High beam is up on the 
switch, and low beam is in the middle. If 
you press the switch down from low 
beam, the high beam goes on again, but 
this time you’re pushing against a spring 
that returns the switch to the middle, low- 
beam position when you release it. This is 
handy for letting cars know that yes, there 
really is somebody there, or subtly hinting 
"move it or lose it" while cresting moun
tain passes. This year BMW has dis
carded the left-hand, down-for-left and 
up-for-right turn signal in favor of a more 
industry-standardized left-and-right linear 
switch. This is a welcome change, since 
many riders had unhappy relationships 
with the old-style switches.

Parking lights are standard, front and 
rear. A separate four-watt lamp shines in 
the front headlight shell, and at the back 
the standard running light does the job. 
As a fail-safe measure, separate single
filament bulbs provide the stop and run
ning lights.

Engine performance, in terms of mas
sive, high-rev horsepower and torque, is 
something that BMW has not spent a 
great deal of time pursuing. The company 
sees its motorcycles as jacks-of-all- 
trades, not ultimate earth-shakers or jet 
airplanes. BMW views its motorcycles 
as pleasant machines with balanced 
performance.

As a result, the BMWs make conserva
tive amounts of horsepower over broad 
rpm ranges. Our R65 pulled smoothly, in 
part because of its CV carburetors, from 
practically idle up to its redline, with few 
vibration incidences. Due to the 650’s 
light internal engine components, differ
ent cam timing and shorter stroke, it will 
spin past its redline. The 650 has only one 
powerband segment that is in the least bit 

(Continued on page 129)
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BMW R65 Test Continued from page 70 
bothersome, and this range is between 
4300 and 5000 rpm. Unfortunately, it inter
rupts the R65 s top gear cruising range: 
63 to 73 miles per hour. Usually a down
shift will take you out of this range if you’re 
in top gear, and if you're in a lower gear, 
a downshift or an upshift will do the trick.

If comfort is your bag, the R65 will make 
you ecstatic ts 31.7-inch-high seat is 
incredibly comfortable for practically any 
amount of time, and it has enough area so 
you can move around, even while carry
ing a passenger. The footrests and hand
grips are covered with thick rubber that 
goes a long way towards insulating you 
from unwanted engine or road vibration. 
And the R65 is smoother than its bigger 
brothers, because its engine has less 
reciprocating weight.

In terms of sheer riding pleasure, the 
R65 is hard to beat, particularly if you 
haven’t got anywhere you want to go in a 
great hurry it offers a superb riding posi
tion, good (to a point) handling, smooth
working controls and quiet operation. And 
the maintenance required is simple to do; 
with the exception of the ignition points 
and air filter, all service areas are easy to 
reach. Should necessity ever call for new 
top end components, they (and the big 
end bearings) can be replaced with the 
engine still in the frame.

There are concessions, as with any 
motorcycle short of a pure competition

model. The R65’s twisty-road handling 
leaves something to be desired and its 
power output is not impressive. These are 
the motorcycle’s only dissuading fea
tures. Except, of course, that its price-tag 
is still heftier than its 650cc competition's. 
There aren’t any other 650s, of course, 
that have the same weight/comfort/qual
ity elements that the R65 has. The four- 
cylinder 650s—the Honda CB650 and Ka
wasaki KZ650-B3—are aimed at a more 
sporting clientele that prefers engine per
formance to luxury-car comfort. The 
XS650 Yamaha, in its 2F version, is the 
bargain bike of all 650s, but it’s hard to see 
how it really competes with the BMW and 
the fours. Of course, you can look at the 
R65 another way; what does $3445 buy in 
Oriental tourers? Many things—the Ka
wasaki KZ1000-A3A, Suzuki GS-1000N, 
and for five dollars more, a Yamaha 
XS1100F—to name a few. And in two 
instances you’d have enough change left 
over to buy saddlebags or a fairing. On 
the other hand, you wouldn't have a light
weight 453-pound, shaft drive cycle that’s 
as comfortable as anything on two wheels.

You can devise all sorts of charts and 
graphs to calculate dollar-to-feature 
trade-offs, all of which might prove that 
you could make a better dollar-and-cents 
buy elsewhere in motorcycling. The guy 
who wants a BMW probably doesn’t care. 
If affording one has been his problem, the 
R65 is the solution. <§>

TRIUMPH NORTON KAWASAKI
AJS „ RICKMAN 

PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
24 HOUR SERVICE

COMPETITION MOTORS
8300 SW BARBUR, PORTLAND, ORE 97219 

(503) 245-3181 7 DAYS A WEEK

"It’s Like Putting On Your Living Room"
That's what CYCLE (Jun. 79) said about the "Amazing 
Mascot" all-weather riding suit! Order from The Outriders 
of LA, Motorcycle Accessory Department Store, 10545 Pico 
Blvd., L.A., GA.. 90064. Pants $79.95, Jacket $89.95. Specify 
blue or black; S, M, L. or XL. Add $3 per order for shipping. 
Add $10 per item for XL. CA. res. add 6% sis. tx. M/C, VISA 
OK. Phone orders (213) 879-3350.

?La" AIRCRAFT 
MechanicnENJOY A 

REWARD- v 
ING CAREER right out

■ “■ -til ran ^

. in 17 months/

school. Find out how you can ' ,
qualify for an aviation career with L~00Kf 
great opportunities, excitement, and the 
respect of your community. Approved for 1 
Veterans. Financing available to others.

L teamed by Oklahoma Board of Privata School! *■

SPARTAN School of Aeronautics Oapt. EA069 
International Airport, Tulsa, OK 74151

Name___________________________________I
Aririr<*<s Phone
City__________________State. -ZiP-

□ Check here If eligible for G.l. Bill Benefit*

5 Good Reasons to buy a 
Kerker Oil Cooler.

1
 QUALITY The Best reason to buy a Kerker Oil Cooler 
or Cooler Control is Kerker’s outstanding reputation 
for quality and performance. Only the finest motor

cycle products deserve to wear the name ‘‘KERKER"

2
 EFFICIENCY The Kerker Oil Cooler is the most 
powerful and efficient cooler available for your bike. 
It provides the kind of protection demanded by 

today’s high performance and touring motorcycles.

3
 STRENGTH. The Kerker Oil Cooler will stand up 
to punishing engine vibration and the worst of 
road hazards without damage. In fact, it’s warranted 

for as long as you own your bike.

4
 HIGH FLOW RATE. Kerker 
Oil Coolers operate at high 
flow rates because the oil 

actually flows through the fins ex
posing the oil to much greater 
surface area than old-fashioned 
coolers. There are no restrictors to 
limit oil flow or reduce oil pressure.

VALUE. Despite all these advantages, Kerker Oil 
Coolers cost no more than the tube-and-fin type. 
And when you add the Kerker Cooler Control for 

fast warm-ups and cold weather riding, you have the 
most sophisticated oil cooling system available. See 
your dealer today!
KERKER
7900 Deering Ave.
Canoga Park, CA 91304
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